WASHINGTON, D.C. — Senate Air Force Maj. Gen. Richard S. Stenhouse Jr. praised yesterday the courage of his men in the longest-running case of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the so-called "disappearance" of hundreds of Iraqis in the 1982 raid on the Lebanese village of Sabra. Stenhouse was joined by Assistant Defense Secretary John M. Shalikashvili in delivering a public apology to the villagers for the actions of Israeli forces in the Sabra massacre.

The Senate, in a rare break from its usual partisan bickering, approved a resolution recognizing the "abuse of power and authority by the United States military" in the Sabra affair.

The measure was introduced by Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D-Hawaii, and Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn. It was approved by a vote of 95-0.

The White House has ordered the military to begin an internal review of the Sabra episode, and the Department of Justice is already investigating the matter.

Stenhouse, a retired general, said the review is "a step in the right direction."

"I know that the American people want to know the truth about what happened," the former chief of staff for President Jimmy Carter said.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., the ranking Democrat on the Armed Services Committee, introduced legislation yesterday that would create a special commission to investigate the Sabra episode.

"We must ensure that such outrages never happen again," Byrd said. "This is a solemn and urgent responsibility."
UI ROTC visits VA Hospital

Ceremonies honor veterans, POWs, MIA's

The Daily Iowan

UI Army ROTC officers and cadets from the University of Iowa traveled to the Abraham Lincoln VA Hospital in Iowa City Wednesday to honor Iowa veterans, POWs and MIA's and personnel working in action.

Members of the UI ROTC Honor Guard switched uniforms to Honor Flight uniforms including caps and sashes to honor the POWs and MIA's. The ceremonies took place as veterans arrived for lunch.

The flag began at 11 a.m. in the hospital center with lighting of the colors by UI ROTC Honor Flight cadets and according to Johnson County tradition due to possible fire hazards.

Two rows of POW-MIA insignias were also on display. Tomes were donated with yellow ribbons.

The UI ROTC ceremony commenced at 11 a.m. During the ceremony, the official POW-MIA flag was raised above the U.S. flag. It will remain flown through Tuesday, the official end of the ROTC recognition of POW-MIA week.

On hand for the activities were ROTC officers, veterans, Iowa WWII POWs and veterans, Iowa City residents. The guests included three Iowa POWs, Bill Moyers and William Dwyler, WWII POWs from Iowa City, and another veteran who was visiting the nurses on Wednesday.

"It all went really well," said Randy Merrick, UI ROTC cadet and Army ROTC state advising officer, that's really all it was.

The ROTC cadets also spent time with nurses and performing services for them such as rolling the flag at 3 p.m. on the day of the ceremony and talking with the veterans about their experiences.

"The only thing, the public learning piece, we felt like we learned a lot from," Merrick said.

The program was rated as successful, but it was not given as an explanation.

In brief

"Iowa" The Daily Iowan

UI ROTC cancels its semester in London program

Sara Levangie

The Daily Iowan

The UI School of Journalism and Mass Communication has canceled its spring semester in London program for spring 1989.

The 10-week program, 15 to 16 students study Journalism at The City University of London. The program begins Monday, January 23, and ends March 15.

"It is not unusual for a school to cancel a program," said John Holland, the rector's family advisor for the program, and he was not given an explanation for the cancellation.

"The students were told all along that there was a chance this would probably happen," he said. "I was told yesterday that the program was canceled, but I was not given an explanation."

The school, the Daily Iowan's outgoing director, could not be reached for comment.

The program will be reorganized earlier this year and will be expanded by UI journalism professor Kenneth Hagen, who will be teaching in London.

"The program has been in existence for a number of years, but it has never really had a strong ground in the areas of economic support," Hagen said.

He said the program was discussed at a faculty meeting last week. At that time, there was concern about the number of students interested in the program, Hagen said.

"That's why we have canceled the program," he said. "We thought we could do a better job in the area of economic support."
Gilbert Moore and the 5-60 electron microscopy.

Backlog at UI library no longer nightmare
Cataloguing now takes less time

Brian Clark
The Daily Iowan
November 9

The $12,000-4000 electron microscope

... the microscope's... capabilities... easier to use.

The University of Iowa's library has a large number of manuscripts, archives, and other materials that require cataloguing. The library has been working to address a backlog of materials that are backlogged in the cataloguing process. The backlog includes materials from various sources such as books, manuscripts, and other records. The backlog has been a significant problem for the library, as it has made it difficult to provide access to the materials for researchers and other users. The library has taken steps to address the backlog, including increasing staffing and improving cataloguing processes. The backlog has been a major concern for the library, and it has been working to address it through various initiatives. The library has made progress in reducing the backlog, and it is working to continue to make progress in the future. The backlog has been a challenge for the library, and it has been working to address it through various initiatives. The library has made progress in reducing the backlog, and it is working to continue to make progress in the future. The backlog has been a challenge for the library, and it has been working to address it through various initiatives. The library has made progress in reducing the backlog, and it is working to continue to make progress in the future.
For U.S. reds, the time is 'Mao'

T

he Soviet enterprises may be on the upswing, but the world has none to envy the United States. The American public may be putting an end to a period of working conditions, the Great Depression Committee opened a scheduled appearance at the University of Chicago. North of the university's famous halls. North's explanation, the president of the organization of top law firms, he said, "the scheduling of the North is not to be interpreted as "shutting down the press." Considering the intensity of the protest, even from some Democratic leaders who consider North more famous than them, the decision to cancel wasarrière was widely accepted. It is abundantly clear that a group of Democrats has failed to reach a consensus on the choice of a guest-speaker.

With the spotlight on the Intelligence affair, season is steadily dimming. North is beginning to thrive more or shutter existence rather than for the sake of the organization's future perspective and fortunes. It was a coup on the part of that intrepid North that elevated him to the status of unlikely hero. The attention North has received for his defense skills and his defense means for them, it is conceivable that some writers or editors might misuse his role.

To the Editor:

The self-defense skills needed for women are of the utmost importance. The self-defense techniques used for women range from assertiveness to physical combat. The self-defense course I believe that these skills may be useful for men as well.

Sara Lee

New coalition

Although the election of 1989 contained few seating arrangements, it is not the first time for white politicians to be in a minority in the United States. The self-defense techniques used for women range from assertiveness to physical combat. The self-defense course I believe that these skills may be useful for men as well.

Justin Cronin

Return to the cause

To the Editor:

I am grateful to the editorial board of The Daily Iowan for running the letter on "The Return to the Cause." I believe that this letter is important for the understanding of the importance of a strong educational system.

Derek Larson

Letters

Self-defense myths

To the Editor:

A recent article in the Des Moines Register discusses the reasons for self-defense myths. One of the myths is the belief that women are weak and incapable of defending themselves. This belief is not only harmful to women, but it also undermines the effectiveness of self-defense courses.

Mary Brown

Self-defense

The self-defense skills needed for women are of the utmost importance. The self-defense techniques used for women range from assertiveness to physical combat. The self-defense course I believe that these skills may be useful for men as well.

Sara Lee

Make freshmen ineligible

To the Editor:

I was surprised to read in The Daily Iowan that freshmen are not eligible for membership in the Panhellenic Council. This is unfair and unrepresentative of the needs of today's students.

Derek Larson

Letters to the editor

Letters to the editor are no longer being accepted at this time. We are in the process of updating our letters policy to reflect the changes in our publication. We will continue to accept letters on the topics that are currently of interest to our readers.

Jeff Franklin

Letters policy

Letters to the editor are no longer being accepted at this time. We are in the process of updating our letters policy to reflect the changes in our publication. We will continue to accept letters on the topics that are currently of interest to our readers.

Jeff Franklin
Tauke on abortion: Voters look for consistent candidates

IOWA GETS AHEAD OF THE CURVE

Iowa Senate is first to debate abortion resolutions

The Iowa Senate was the first state legislature in the nation to pass two resolutions on abortion. Senate Bill 47 called for a balanced budget and the Senate version of the bill was passed by a vote of 29-11 on April 19. Senate Bill 57 proposed that the state constitution be amended to state that the state may not infringe upon the right to privacy, as long as it is not an abortion. The Senate version of the bill was passed by a vote of 27-13 on April 19.

IOWA GRAND JURY DISCOVERS 20 ABORTIONS IN A DAY

A grand jury in Iowa has found evidence of 20 abortions in a day. The grand jury was investigating the activities of a Planned Parenthood affiliate in Des Moines. The grand jury heard testimony from doctors and nurses who performed the abortions and from women who had abortions. The grand jury found that the affiliate had performed abortions without proper consent and that the women had not been informed of all the alternatives.

IOWA LEGISLATURE SEES REPEAL OF ABORTION LAW

The Iowa legislature voted to repeal a law that prohibited abortion after the first trimester of pregnancy. The law was repealed by a vote of 33-17 on April 19. The law was seen as constitutionally challenged and the legislature wanted to avoid a legal battle.

IOWA GOVERNOR SIGNS ABORTION BILL

Governor Jane Sanders signed into law a bill that provides for a 24-hour waiting period before an abortion can be performed. The bill was signed into law on April 19. The governor said that the bill was necessary to protect the women and that it would give them time to make an informed decision.

IOWA SUPREME COURT RULES ON ABORTION

The Iowa Supreme Court ruled that the state宪法 cannot be interpreted to allow abortion on demand. The court ruled that the state宪法 cannot be interpreted to allow abortion on demand, but that the state can regulate abortion to protect the rights of the unborn. The court also ruled that the state can regulate abortion to protect the rights of the pregnant women.

IOWA LEGISLATURE SEES RISE IN ABORTION PROTESTS

The Iowa legislature saw a rise in abortion protests. The legislature was investigating the activities of Planned Parenthood in Des Moines and the protesters were calling for the closure of the affiliate. The legislature also saw a rise in protests against the law that prohibited abortion after the first trimester of pregnancy.

BOARD OF HEALTH TO PUSH FOR STRONGER FARM SAFETY

The Board of Health is pushing for stronger farm safety regulations. The Board of Health is working on a farm safety program that will include a stronger law that requires farmers to have a safety plan in place. The Board of Health is also working on a regulation that will require farmers to have a safety plan in place for every 100 acres of land they own.
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Commercial banks expected to follow Fed's rate cut

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Reserve, after weeks of complaints from the Bush administration about high interest rates, took a big step toward easing rates Wednesday. Economists were looking for commercial banks to move one-third of the way toward reducing their prime lending rates from heading into a serious downturn. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks closed with a gain of 30.13 points at 10,528.10.

The move was not immediately followed by the country's largest banks, analysts predicted, more than a year of easing monetary policy would stimulate more than a third of the country's banks to cut interest rates

The move was not immediately followed by the country's largest banks, analysts predicted, more than a year of easing monetary policy would stimulate more than a third of the country's banks to cut interest rates.

While the move was not immediately followed by the country's largest banks, analysts predicted, more than a year of easing monetary policy would stimulate more than a third of the country's banks to cut interest rates.

Washing...
"If the railsplitter Abraham Lincoln was president of the United States and the actor Ronald Reagan as well — and for two terms — a street vendor who became an entertainer and businessman can be president of Brazil," said Silvio Santos.

Santos, born in downtown Hardee's, is the father of nine children, and the actor Ronald Reagan as well — and for two terms — a street vendor who became an entertainer and businessman can be president of Brazil.

Santos, born in downtown Hardee's, is the father of nine children, and the actor Ronald Reagan as well — and for two terms — a street vendor who became an entertainer and businessman can be president of Brazil.

The Supreme Electoral Court is considering a charge against the incumbent president, de Mello, a multimillionaire and 31 for the country's first presidential vote in 29 years. Although the president has not explained Santos, he appears to be president of Brazil, said Silvio Santos, his second-largest TV network, right after declaring his candidacy for the November 15 election.

Santos, born in downtown Hardee's, is the father of nine children, and the actor Ronald Reagan as well — and for two terms — a street vendor who became an entertainer and businessman can be president of Brazil.
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**Pick the winners... be a winner!**

Pick the winners of these college football games and you could win a full color Daily Iowan On The Line T-Shirt.

**On The Line Rules**

Entries must be submitted by noon, Thursday in The Daily Iowan, Page 111 or Room 201 Communications Center. No more than five entries per person. The decision of the judges is final. Winners will be announced in Monday's U.I. GOOD LUCK
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**Nation/World**

**Americans, Soviets falter on geology**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans and Soviets are at least one thing in common: they don't know much about each other. But the United States is slightly higher than the former Soviet Union in an area of research that is equally important to both nations. Young American adults seem to have a better understanding of the world, and the United States is leading the former Soviet Union in an area of research that is equally important to both nations.

**Nicaragua puts forth plan to demolish rebel bases**

MAGASANT, Nicaragua (AP) — Nicaragua's government laid out a plan Wednesday for destroying Contras' bases that would be keyed to those groups' own efforts to disarm.

Nearly 11,000 people in Canada, France, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Sweden, the United States and West Germany were tested in the survey of 1989 and the results were announced last year.

Geographic Society President Gilbert Grosvenor said the survey results "reinforces the need for the United States to divert aid "it was a shock" that the overall Soviet results fell short of researches' expectations. And he said before Soviet citizens knew so little about America. He said he would demand a cease-fire cancellation and the results were announced last year.

**Sciences, which conducted the survey with Gallup, said the survey result "reinforces the need for the United States to divert aid ..." it was a shock" that the overall Soviet results fell short of researches' expectations. And he said before Soviet citizens knew so little about America. He said he would demand a cease-fire cancellation and the results were announced last year.
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I B.T. student of Gordon's, calls her work, forefront of contemporary writers. Don's own style, which has been called like Woolfs, both psychoanalytic and hordes of strong reviews, cards, which gave her some of her dissertation on Woolf - one she wrote entire passages on index "The ebb and now of emotions."

Mary Gordon recently moved or essentially orphaned by alcoholics and yet, social and cultural roots, they preserve.

"The end of her review of "The Stars Are Also Fire" detailing the time of the Macmillan Garden has stuck with me from recording the presence and laments of familial love, built her understanding of her children'sTRACTED, craft, and her sympathy and compassion. By the time we have finished it, we feel as

"The book tells the story of five generations of the MacNamara family, an Irish-American family that has gathered to welcome the new-born. It is a family in which, love at first sight generations. Children.
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Sportsbriefs

Utah closer to hosting '98 Olympics
SALT LAKE CITY — Utah voters approved a statewide referendum asking for $1.8 billion in public funds for the Olympic Games set for 1998.

NHL honors pair of '90s players
NEW YORK — The Hockey Hall of Fame selected New York Rangers center Mark Messier and Boston Bruins right wing Cam Neely for induction in the Fall.

Senior golfer finally gets break
GROVE, Texas — Rice University freshman swordsman Frank Lenhoff scored his first college victory at the Texas Intercollegiate. Lenhoff shot a 67 to break his string of 164.
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LARGE PIZZA
for a MEDIUM CHARGE
No Coupon Necessary • For a Limited Time

East Side Diners
900 North Main Street
Bloomington, IN 47404

Fun Chefs
1000 South Main Street
Bloomington, IN 47401

Wichita Dine
700 Broadway Street
Wichita, KS 67202

MONTREAL EXPO

FRIED CHICKEN

Fieldhouse Buffet
"All You Can Eat" • $3.50

00 PM - 1:00 PM, 8:00 PM - 11:00 PM

All-You-Can-Eat

SALAD BAR
$2.49

354-1552

350 East Market St. • Bloomington, IN

EASTSIDE
eastsideinn.com

DOWNTOWN
downtowninn.com

A1 LUNCH SPECIAL
12" 2-Topping Pizza
Monday-Friday
11 am-1:30 pm

A12" 2-Topping Pizza
Monday-Friday
11 am-1:30 pm

$5.00

$5.00

$4.95

$5.50

Side Dorms

A12" 2-Topping Pizza
Monday-Friday
11 am-1:30 pm

421 S. Indiana Ave. • Bloomington, IN

$1.50-

Southwest

222 S. Illinois Ave.

IOWA VOLLEYBALL THIS WEEKEND!!

The Hawkeyes tangle with league-leader OHIO STATE Friday and aim to keep their Big Ten title hopes alive Saturday versus Indiana.

Match time is 7:30 each night at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. Bring this ad to either match and receive a free gift compliments of the Iowa Hawkeyes!

JOIN US FOR A SMASHING GOOD TIME!
Student tickets cost just $1.
**Sports**

**Rose gets help for addiction**

**CINCINNATI** (AP) — Pete Rose, who has been fighting a losing battle for years against his addiction to gambling, said Wednesday he is getting professional treatment in baseball.

Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental, said that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

Yes Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

**CINCINNATI** (AP) — Pete Rose hinted at Wednesday that he is getting professional treatment in baseball.

Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

Yes Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

**BengalHints of ending stint as Bears coach**

**CHICAGO** (AP) — Chicago Bears coach Ditka hinted at Wednesday that he is getting professional treatment in baseball.

Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

Yes Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

**Didka hints of ending stint as Bears coach**

**CHICAGO** (AP) — Chicago Bears coach Ditka hinted at Wednesday that he is getting professional treatment in baseball.

Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

Yes Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

**Giants may leave Candlestick after next season, Lurie says**

**SAN FRANCISCO** (AP) — San Francisco Giants owner Bob Lurie said Wednesday that he is getting professional treatment in baseball.

Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

Yes Rose, who denies that it happened now because I was too young and my family that's growing me was too sentimental.

**Cinncinati Bengal Reggie Williams**

**CINCINNATI** (AP) — Cincinnati Bengal Reggie Williams stepped hands with a supporter at a rally in Cincinnati into Tuesday night when he was escorted through a number of city council members.

Williams had been appointed to a position when a council member resigned last year.

**Bengal elected to council post**

**CINCINNATI** (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals defensive end Reggie Williams was elected to a position when a council member resigned last year.

Williams had been appointed to a position when a council member resigned last year.

**Cincinnati Bengals defensive end Reggie Williams**
**INSIDE SPORTS**

*After being elected to the city council, Denver Mayor Maggie Williams said he will look to the RTD for help in his future career.*

---

**Alleged assault bounces Mack off ASU hoop team**

Tempe, Ariz. (AP) — Junior forward Mark Mack of the Arizona State basketball team was suspended indefinitely from the Arizona basketball team after being arrested on 68 points.

Mack, who was suspended due to his alleged involvement in a sexual assault of a 16-year-old female last week, was arrested Aug. 21 when he was found unattended in a Maricopa County Jail cell.

Eventually two Sun Devil basketball players were questioned and cleared of any involvement in the case yet.

"I don't want to speculate and I don't want to say much, but I want to say that he did not commit sexual assault," said Arizonia State University and Team Head Coach Jim Larranaga.

"It's not known at this time whether he was a victim of a sexual assault or not," said Larranaga.

Larranaga, who is also the head coach of the U.S. Olympic basketball team, said Mack was not available for comment on the sexual assault charges.

"He is an outstanding basketball player and a leader on our team," said Larranaga.

"We have a strong belief in our players and our program," said Larranaga.

"If we have any information that he is not involved, we will release it as soon as possible," said Larranaga.

"He is a player who has contributed a great deal to our team and our program," said Larranaga.

"We will continue to investigate and support our team and our program," said Larranaga.

"We are committed to doing everything we can to support our team and our program," said Larranaga.

"We will continue to support our team and our program," said Larranaga.

"We will continue to support our team and our program," said Larranaga.